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PURPOSE STATEMENT 

Develop and implement policies and procedures to ensure pediatric patients consistently receive high-quality emergency 

care. 

BACKGROUND 

Comprehensive policies and procedures are designed to meet the overall goals of pediatric readiness to standardize local 

care processes and improve outcomes in pediatric emergency care delivery.  

• Policies and procedures may be operational. These provide specific guidance to healthcare staff to 

optimize resources and processes to meet the needs of children. An operational policy is usually a concise 

written course of action governing practice, sometimes based on a law, legal code, regulation, 

accreditation standard, organizational principles or values, or a leadership decision.  

• Policies and procedures may be clinical. These serve to reduce variation in care across patients and/or 

practitioners which will minimize disparities and optimize quality. 

Essential pediatric policies are outlined in the joint policy statements “Pediatric Readiness in Emergency 

Departments” and “Pediatric Readiness in Emergency Medical Services Systems.” Both policies and procedures—whether 

they are operational or clinical in nature—are critical to ensuring safe, effective, and high-quality care for all children.  

Adhering to standardized formats in policy/procedure development decreases confusion, improves understanding, and 

helps to eliminate gaps in care processes. Once developed and finalized, policy/procedure implementation requires 

widespread staff training and—at times—tools or resources to foster adherence. 

The effectiveness and impact of policies or procedures is dependent upon the extent to which they improve 

efficiencies and are fully adopted by the clinical team.  Securing organizational leadership support is foundational to the 

establishment of any policy or procedure. Policy or procedure development should begin with collaboration and 

engagement of stakeholders (leadership and clinical staff). Ideal policies and procedures help to eliminate confusion and 

create simple yet effective approaches. The involvement of front-line staff in development is key to ensuring each policy 

or procedure achieves these goals. It should also be noted here that consideration should be given to the extent to which 

a policy or procedure requires a change in the existing system. A high frequency of these types of changes can be 

counterproductive and a barrier to uptake of new behaviors as staff are hesitant to adopt a change that will likely be 

revoked or modified. A thoughtful discussion with your team about how this change might be implemented within the 

existing structure or perhaps introducing small incremental changes may lead to more complete adoption. 

Policies and procedures also aim to streamline the system of care in order for the healthcare team to meet the 

needs of the patient population. Additionally, clinical policies and procedures and decision support tools create a standard 

approach to safely managing clinical conditions for which evidence-based content exists. These procedures help ensure 

all practitioners follow evidence-based recommendations when assessing, treating, and creating a disposition plan.  

Passive uptake and integration of new knowledge into practice creates significant lags and variability in clinical decision-

making. The creation of clinical guidelines and clinical decision-support tools helps drive more rapid adoption of evidence-

based guidelines into practice.  The development of clinical guidance requires collaboration among stakeholders to adeptly 

transform evidence into practice based on available resources. Because patient presentation may vary, it is important that 

clinical procedures address diverse circumstances. Regular monitoring of adherence and effectiveness is important. A 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30392738
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30392738
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31857378/
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standard timeframe for periodic review (e.g., every 2 years) should be set for all policies and procedures to ensure the 

most up-to-date information is fully incorporated. 

FLOW DIAGRAM 

This flow diagram is designed to help you think about how you would break down this focus area into small steps. The 

questions in this flow diagram align with the environmental scan worksheet in the next section.  
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ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN WORKSHEET 

 

Focus Area #4: Policies & Procedures 
Environmental Scan Worksheet 

Instructions 

The purpose of these questions is to help you explore the current state of the focus area at your EMS agency, ED, or 

hospital and identify areas for improvement. To be eligible for CE credit, you must answer the Yes/No and 

strengths/barriers questions in REDCap. The “Key Elements / Considerations”, “Best / Suggested Practices” and “Possible 

Change Strategies” sections are not required but are designed to help you delve deeper into the focus area, capture best 

practices shared during learning sessions, and help strategize on how you might improve in this area. Please remember 

that you have an individual link to each of these forms. Please email Meredith Rodriguez at 

pwdc@emscimprovement.center for assistance.  

1)  Is there a standard format for policies & procedures? 
☐ Yes                 

☐ No 

Key Elements / Considerations Best / Suggested Practices Possible Change Strategies 

What key elements does a proposed 
policy or procedure need to have?  

See resources for a policy template.  

How do other PECCs go about 
implementing a policy or procedure that 
supports pediatric readiness?  

What could be done to improve here?  

2)  Is there a defined process for drafting a policy/procedure? 
☐ Yes                 

☐ No 

Key Elements / Considerations Best / Suggested Practices Possible Change Strategies 

How are new policies or procedures 
developed?  

Who has oversight over your policies / 
guidelines?   

Do you know where to find the 
evidence- base for a proposed 
policy/procedure?  

Are there state/national guidelines 
that need to be followed? 

What process are others using? Where do 
they get their evidence?  

What could be done to improve here?  

mailto:pwdc@emscimprovement.center
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3) Is there a standard process and timeline for vetting draft policies/procedures? 
☐ Yes                 

☐ No 

Key Elements / Considerations Best / Suggested Practices Possible Change Strategies 

Who are the key individuals that 
need to review the policy or 
procedure? 

How is support garnered and buy-in 
obtained?  

How are new polices/procedures 
shared with affected staff? 

How are staff educated on the 
policy/procedure?  

Where can one access a copy? 

How do other organizations vet policies / 
procedures?  

What could be done to improve here?  

4) Is there a mechanism in place to evaluate adherence and effectiveness? 
☐ Yes                 

☐ No 

Key Elements / Considerations Best / Suggested Practices Possible Change Strategies 

Are there metrics for assuring certain 
evidence-based guidelines for high- risk 
pediatric cases are followed?  

How do other PECCs around the country 
evaluate adherence to their policies / 
procedures?  

What could be done to improve here?  

5) Is there a standard review process & timeline? 
☐ Yes                 

☐ No 

Key Elements / Considerations Best / Suggested Practices Possible Change Strategies 
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How often are policies reviewed?   

How are edits made? 

Is there a pediatric representative 
involved in the review of the policy or 
protocol? 

What does the review process look like at 
similar agencies, EDs, or hospitals?  

What could be done to improve here? 

6) What are your organization’s strengths as it relates to this focus area? 

What could be shared with others to help them achieve success? What could be leveraged to drive further improvement? 

 

7) List the potential barriers to developing policies or procedures that support pediatric readiness at your 

organization. 

How might these barriers be overcome? What support or resources are needed to overcome them? 

 

8) Is there a specific change strategy that you would like to implement at your organization? 

Where would you start? What policy or procedure would you focus on first?  
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KEY DRIVERS & CHANGE STRATEGIES 

 

To lead and/or support the development of policies and 
procedures aimed at ensuring pediatric patients 

consistently receive high-quality emergency care.

Communication
Communication to both staff and leadership around 

the necessity for the change and ensuring every 
stakeholder's voice is heard.  

Education
Staff will need to be trained on the new 

policy/procedure to ensure proper implementation

Policies & Procedures
Many organizations have policies or at least a 

standard process for the proposal, development, 
and implementation of a new policy or procedure. 

Resources & Tools

New policies or procedures often require a 
consideration of resources, including the 

development of checklists, posters and other tools 
that will be required to support the 

implementation.

Funding
Consideration of the budgetary implications of a 

new policy or procedure will determine the 
feasibility of implementation

Technology
Technology helps ensure staff have easy access to 

the new policy/procedure as well as assist with 
monitoring the adherence and effectiveness.  

Culture

An organization's culture around quality and 
change management, including careful 

consideration of system hierarchies, will determine 
the most appropriate approach for implementation.  

Purpose Statement 

Key Drivers Relevance  
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1. COMMUNICATION 

 

Communication

Leadership Support

Advocate for the importance of including pediatric 
considerations in existing policies and revisions.

Identify key stakeholders that need to be engaged 
in the development of the policy / procedure (e.g., 

a policy/procedure committee). 

Staff Buy-In

Identify potential safety events where clear 
direction in the form of a policy or procedure would 

have aided in the care of the child

Determine which individuals will be affected by the 
new policy and develop a process to obtain their 

feedback or conduct an impact analysis

Develop talking points that address the importance 
of pediatric-centered policies or procedures to 

ensure the delivery high-quality care

Patient and Family Engagement

Engage your family advisory board in the 
development of policies that may directly affect 
them (e.g., hospital visitation policies during the 

pandemic)

Key Driver 

Secondary Drivers 

Change Strategies 
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2. EDUCATION 

 

 

Education

Introduction of a new policy

Work with education department/officers to 
provide just-in-time training

Work with education department/officers to 
determine how the policy or procedure can be 

integrated into new staff orientation and 
continuing education

Delivery Method Selection

Define most effective and efficient delivery method 
based on the complexity of the policy/procedure

Create a multi-method approach to education on a 
new clinical procedure to include knowledge 
acquisition, scenario decisions making and 

simulation training.

Key Driver 

Secondary Drivers 

Change Strategies 
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3. POLICIES & PROCEDURES 

 

Policies & Procedures

Framework

Determine if you organization has a policy or 
process regarding the development and 

implementation of a new policy/procedure

Identify a standard format and the key elements 
that a policy/procedure needs to include at your 

organization (e.g., inclusion, exclusions, 
contraindications, process)  

Develop a standard process for reviewing existing 
policies/procedures on a defined frequency using a 

groups that includes a pediatric representative.

Vetting & Approval Process

Begin with medical direction, clinical training 
divisions or other formalized processes for 

recommending change to the system. 

Ensure you have an understanding or the 
organization's vetting and approval process (e.g., 

department or agency-specific committee, regional 
EMS committee, etc.). 

Review Process

Develop an understanding of the organization's 
schedule for regular review of policies/procedures 
and ensure your new policy/procedures is included 

in this process. 

Key Driver 

Secondary Drivers 

Change Strategies 
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4. RESOURCES & TOOLS 

 

 

Resources & Tools

Evidence Base

Identify the evidence-base or best practice 
recommendations with which the policy should 

align.

Reach out to the nearest pediatric center for 
template policies/procedures 

Ensure there is transparency on the strength of the 
evidence.

Knowledge Reinforcement
Create a checklist or posters to remind the 
healthcare team of available care pathways

State / Local Guidelines

Ensure alignment with state, regional, or local 
guidelines and protocols. Include these references 

in your draft if available. 

Integrate national quality measures into clinical 
care pathway

Key Driver 

Secondary Drivers 

Change Strategies 
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5. FUNDING 

 

 

Funding

Human Resources

Estimate the impact that introduction of the 
policy will have on staff time (e.g. time out of the 

field for training.)  

Determine a method to capture the return on 
investment. (For example, investing X amount of 

time in staff training should lead to Y percent 
change in patient outcomes)

Budgetary Implications
Determine the cost of purchasing new 

equipment, supplies, or technologies required 
as a direct result of the new policy/procedure.

Key Driver 

Secondary Drivers 

Change Strategies 
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6. TECHNOLOGY 

 

 

Technology

Accessibility

Ensure staff have ready access to policies and 
procedures (e.g, accessible through the patient 

care report (PCR), electronic medical record (EMR) 
or an app).

Work with the organization's information 
technology experts to create prompts in the 

PCR/EMR that promote adherence to the 
policy/procedure.

Explore options to make resources available on 
smart devices.

Assessment

Identify metrics that can be easily accessed to 
determine policy/procedure adherence and/or 

effectiveness

Create automated feedback for staff to report 
challenges with adherence or adoption

Key Driver 

Secondary Drivers 

Change Strategies 
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7. CULTURE 

 

Culture

Change Management

Engage influencers, champions, and opponents in 
the policy/procedure development process

Define methods for effective and broad 
communication of proposed policy/procedure 

changes and invite input

System Hierarchies

Define the organizational hierarchy and utilize that 
structure to communicate and support new 

policies/procedures

Develop collaborative relationships with system 
influencers - proponents and opponents to change 

(e.g. mid-level managers, labor leaders, trusted 
practitioners)

Key Driver 

Secondary Drivers 

Change Strategies 
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RESOURCES 

TOOLS 

1. National Pediatric Readiness Project Toolkit: https://emscimprovement.center/domains/pediatric-readiness-

project/readiness-toolkit/  

2. Prehospital Pediatric Readiness Project Toolkit:https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-

care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/pprp-toolkit/  

3. 2020 Emergency Department Checklist 

4. 2020 Emergency Department Interactive Checklist 

5. Prehospital Pediatric Readiness EMS Agency Checklist 

6. Prehospital Guidelines Consortium Evidence-Based Guidelines 

7. NASEMSO National Model EMS Clinical Guidelines (v 2.2) 

8. Prehospital Evidence Based Practices Resource 

9. Guidelines for Prehospital Medical Oversight - Guidelines for Prehospital Pediatric Protocol Development • EIIC 

Pediatric Protocol Development (California EMSA) 

10. Integrating Evidence-Based Pediatric Prehospital Protocols into Practice 

11. Safe Transport of Children by EMS: Interim Guidance (NASEMSO) 

TEMPLATES  

1. NASEMSO National Model EMS Clinical Guidelines (v 2.2) 

2. Prehospital Guidelines Consortium Evidence-Based Guidelines 

3. Dispatch Prearrival Instructions (County of Los Angeles) 

4. Dispatch Prearrival Instructions (New Jersey) 

5. SAMPLE Child Maltreatment Policy Template (ED) 

6. SAMPLE Hospital Policy: Emergency Department Triage of Patients (ED) 

7. SAMPLE Triage Process in the Emergency Department (ED) 

8. SAMPLE DNR: End of Life Issues in the ED Policy Template (ED) 

9. Children with Special Health Care Needs: Template for Prehospital Protocol Development  

10. Pediatric Destination Tree: A Tool for Prehospital Destination Choice 

https://emscimprovement.center/domains/pediatric-readiness-project/readiness-toolkit/
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/pediatric-readiness-project/readiness-toolkit/
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/pprp-toolkit/
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/pprp-toolkit/
https://emscproduction-appbucket-dxo55y1hsftn.s3.amazonaws.com/media/documents/NPRP_Checklist_Final_Apr2021.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=ASIATSFNXF4L7CYSSKEX&Signature=crtxdbnZJOg5DTtpjUWIjxkW8oM%3D&x-amz-security-token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEL%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLXdlc3QtMiJGMEQCIElYBP%2Bz1P0B4gcKo8CuFlZL%2BTpZuvGOooewRaCdVPbKAiBqPMJhiaT%2BpgyS5%2B0ALJ8YR6%2BQj4y5Q1o2FlWymSL7USrIAQhIEAAaDDI0NTE3NzQ2MjU1MSIMDXikw6Go9Rt12vAUKqUBYfEAgyUMDXegiu9r2Aw%2FyYnH3b8SL1ROjcnWdHRR8zMNlL%2Bi23xwIiFxcO5%2FftivuExfuih19Dde3sf5yPVupac1WlV27hOyUStR3OJYh6ToYj2wNiVr1%2BPAlxiMsHGZUL2FVX8jhRhRRejAbrA3Nbh8XZ3gDjdR2IC%2BorRmXxvJp%2Bvct%2BHstctNLnQ%2Fb6tadrKxN0rMYM%2F19GpNlzdtailge2TdMLar1YQGOuEBUKPXHegr%2BZdf5NO5g7Tyei%2FlH0k%2FMtAzlQ%2FoJ3fo97hEyX89eymuOYST99k2vhJozNRBKfNEkiUJPr8sToflD65DdZTmQmxXxcRauZ2bmcdk0UJfFz8DRMrsJtamLDTZIhfwjrjweCgsUzqKIco93mJvZRp367OUI22JrsQe%2BiCzUgyM4x9vhDTBCb8gQrEeubMH%2BoQiG4zYoRsLHW%2FETcpzwHVvzGctQAoG1oKnr3BXL1NCeDukobCrxlqLNIXJoPUmDAVrNiqq%2F4EV%2B1iGQ%2FACtTXdKIs6%2BbTsSX7TPqqN&Expires=1620403306
https://emscproduction-appbucket-dxo55y1hsftn.s3.amazonaws.com/media/documents/NPRP_Modified_Interactive_Checklist_Final.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=ASIATSFNXF4LURX7ZXGK&Signature=reDVH89JDLa84DqBlMumv4V%2BJXk%3D&x-amz-security-token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEL7%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLXdlc3QtMiJHMEUCIDsS9TokRCGGJMRb%2Buv%2BxDCfu387weIgsEeuXVzeSUO4AiEAkpDsowct%2F%2FCb%2BqTC5e5ytEb7bS0%2FrHbaORXwk5gpknMqyAEIRhAAGgwyNDUxNzc0NjI1NTEiDBwMBiOGLaQ97qPahSqlAT3bXErz4eAKKLlmXUd6X9Q4Zu38zbtj1to%2FsYF6m1Frm6NNJyXmx9qRlM8TEVSvcpmU650z0dxp5z6b%2BT4WNGgIlYI1MqHwu28Ulsi67UNt328RGzVdOa1QjXsVp8lqsYsOYbuLv8m5oEcPGkDRgrYgg66%2BBTuUJEtdMGEHR2LXiMB4AQK%2By8Wehq9auo8Wz%2FlXu%2F0Y%2BcSLO8vTDqlnlaP%2FyaHOFzDs%2FNSEBjrgAaPNjRhGI4Akk2BCpu2BdYO3SiR4z8odhybqXtXRW7Kc65WHKaKTb3JH4O5m03BycoAbRwqcY5z876Lo%2Flur75CS4%2BRWk5OwnPAR2TmHLrUas5PRV%2BNWRdLzHt4BmuTEUmyWgipE%2FzbuEwnK1WHAammwaZKQZC%2F3FrARFVJ7gYhfu4maBRJoAxuC6HIAl%2FdB3QYnAE9lABsgTMgtx1bplm353wuxn4JfXGshHTIEqaXXSK%2B1T9C7F1CmSB3pdu4QfpOtMY%2FteBNy8aGYavfu9UQDqHeFG5cXmolhWcrEyep4&Expires=1620403307
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/checklist-faq/
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/checklist-faq/
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/checklist-faq/
https://emscproduction-appbucket-dxo55y1hsftn.s3.amazonaws.com/media/documents/5-Guidelines_for_Prehospital_Pediatric_Protocol_Development.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=ASIATSFNXF4L2VCX2QAT&Signature=rAZ1gc74u%2Fet22WpIT5HW%2Fx7Ng8%3D&x-amz-security-token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEKv%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLXdlc3QtMiJGMEQCIHDqe4Jyf1pwlbs3PhkvO4a6pQAAB2liK2Wrwcsy4tSVAiAmCJTjVH9zJgkhHU7eHhdTI3%2FOXeiMBHbnlv5eyivzdiqXAgiU%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F8BEAAaDDI0NTE3NzQ2MjU1MSIMXZ9lL%2BJRppHl2SuGKusBmiHw1pnb4sGTzgaxssibM8vub7not55WcJ9bgZYIIUE12918Bgpbn%2ByeT7qDLN57tr1kTqDsj3k4GcHb%2BPxRuCY3MwBbBdjjq3yj%2Fij1HWHU5tgYZfO3LWCSGy5bx1sqXFODgh9B5jEmg5%2FsBtTg%2FbZ3t8LnW3h%2ByQenHX4akRKdgBWGOqlmklg7lFc2dCeTBC2ZFOWAmsA0oLK%2FulqLiyOrn95HxtlTi6W1YO%2BmCelxMJKCATjwvYU9o10OEcIzpvuOooQcy6BuTdcMFRs%2F0QN3CK9MujbSJeQMXXV6wv%2FVoIfbefNAxuIAlDCPrqKHBjqbAbJNGHGri%2ByyGDjASHjp8U1QGKHyeh%2Fy%2BjO3JI9rUWRncFkzakB8H%2BZpLCWrl3D%2BPvabgCc308OW6%2FJ8LYxOfNAU9Y2y0%2BQAW%2FBb8tSiEACPJSvF4aVim46sM42cPw4qf%2FNZ6xvELBXPPvRYeY0nZ4kXGmlmO2to2JXSAFed4TRtoQ56CsQGY4sGsKbCNIKYhWJLHMGeIMEDE05R&Expires=1625861645
https://nasemso.org/wp-content/uploads/National-Model-EMS-Clinical-Guidelines-2017-PDF-Version-2.2.pdf
https://emscimprovement.center/documents/1378/5-Guidelines_for_Prehospital_Pediatric_Protocol_Development.pdf
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/pprp-toolkit/policies-procedures-protocols/medical-oversight-guidelines-prehospital-pediatric-protocol-development/
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/pprp-toolkit/policies-procedures-protocols/medical-oversight-guidelines-prehospital-pediatric-protocol-development/
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/pprp-toolkit/policies-procedures-protocols/medical-oversight-presentation-integrating-evidence-based-pediatric-prehospital-protocols-practice-m-shah/
https://nasemso.org/wp-content/uploads/Safe-Transport-of-Children-by-EMS-InterimGuidance-08Mar2017-FINAL.pdf
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/pprp-toolkit/policies-procedures-protocols/model-guidelines-and-protocols-nasemso-national-model-ems-clinical-guidelines/
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/pprp-toolkit/policies-procedures-protocols/model-guidelines-and-protocols-prehospital-guidelines-consortium-evidence-based-guidelines/
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/pprp-toolkit/policies-procedures-protocols/dispatch-protocols-prearrival-instructions-dispatch-prearrival-instructions-example-county-los-angeles/
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/pprp-toolkit/policies-procedures-protocols/dispatch-protocols-prearrival-instructions-dispatch-prearrival-instructions-example-state-new-jersey/
https://emscimprovement.center/documents/1372/1-SAMPLE_Child_Maltreatment_Policy.doc
https://emscimprovement.center/documents/958/ED_Triage_of_Patients2125_CO_2020.docx
https://emscimprovement.center/documents/959/triage_CO_ybGS8hO.docx
https://emscimprovement.center/documents/691/DNR_End_of_Life_Issues_in_the_ED2125_1.docx
https://emscimprovement.center/documents/1375/2._Children_with_special_health_care_needs-Singh_T_et_al.pdf
https://emscimprovement.center/domains/prehospital-care/prehospital-pediatric-readiness/pprp-toolkit/policies-procedures-protocols/pediatric-destination-policy-pediatric-decision-tree-tool-prehospital-destination-choice/
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